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Soft Writing ARRI Sky Panel is always known for its phenomenal output and large light openings. The new S360-C has expanded ARRI's LED soft light range with the largest and brightest SkyPanel ever. The S360-C is not only powerful, but also packed with exciting features, became one of the most
versatile LED fixtures on the market. Full color control, lighting effect on huge openings, built-in wireless DMX, unique carbon fiber yoke, etc. The S360-C is really a beast of light. The soft light is all about size, and the larger the aperture, the better. The size of the S360-C is not compromised. The surface
area of the S360-C is more than 5.8 times the size of the S60 105º produces beautiful soft light at the beam angle of the S60. The light wraps a large object and throws it much farther than a small SkyPanel. At 120,000 lumens, the S360-C is one of the brightest LED soft lights on the market. Compared to
the S60-C, the S360-C is more than four times brighter and maintains excellent color quality and tuning. Consuming only 1500 watts, the S360-C is twice as bright as a 4,000 watt tungsten soft light and more than three times the brightness of 12,000 watts of tungsten space light. Achieving energy
efficiency of more than 80 lumens per watt, the S360-C is also one of the most environmentally friendly LED soft lights available while it is one of the brightest. SkyPanel has always had a lot of ways to control the output of light. DMX, RDM, Artnet, SACN, 5-pin XLR, and Ethernet. The S360-C added
another important communication method and this one does not include any wires: wireless DMX by LumenRadio. The CMRX chip built into all S360-Cs allows DMX and RDM communication without the hassle of cables and power distribution equipment. Simply link a compatible LumenRadio transmitter
to S360-C and it's good for you to go. The S360-C's 5-pin DMX output also allows you to daisy-chain other non-wireless SkyPanels to the DMX network. Like the ARRI LED lamp head, the S360-C is fully adjustable. Easily adjust the CCT from 2800K to 10,000K with plus/minus green control and access
the full color gamut with hue and saturation, RGBW mixing, digital gels, source matching, or CIE x, y coordinates. Achieved more than 85% of the colors in the Rec 2020 color space, and it's now easier to create the look and color you want right in the set. With SkyPanel Firmware 3.0 and above, powerful
lighting effects have been introduced into the SkyPanel family. And with the introduction of the S360-C, these effects are even more impressive. Above the large diameter of the S360-C, the dynamic light effect looks more dramatic and powerful. The fire effect covers a huge area, the effect of the cop's car
can blow up the street, and the paparazzi effect looks like a press corps throughout snapping photos. In the turn of some knobs, it's greatThe realistic effect is at the fingertips of the crew. Sky Panel is one of the only LED soft lights that allows the change of the diffusion panel before the LED. This feature
is also available in S360-C. Diffusion panels are interchangeable and come in light, standard, heavy, and enhancing. The integrator increases the brightness of the S360 by 50% and the S360-C comes standard with a state-of-the-art carbon fiber yoke that allows light to be thrown further away. This yoke
reduces the overall weight of the lamp head by several kilograms and provides a safe and robust solution. Made of unique carbon fiber weave and metal reinforced fittings, the S360-C yoke offers more than 50% lighter weight than a typical steel yoke and can support 10 times the weight of the fixture. In
the design of the sky panel, the details are too small or not important. The S360-C housing features a remote docking port on the sky panel. The S360-C can be controlled by a USB cable, and the SkyPanel remote control can be attached to the docking port on the back of the fixture using the back
magnet of the remote control. The docking port provides space for the remote control to rest or, if the fixture is upside down, provides a place for an extra set of controls close to the reach of the arm. Includes mm light aperture/lens diameter in swap-pull soft diffusion panel light aperture/lens diameter inch
measurement (HxWxL). Pins except mm(HxWxL) Includes Pinyin mm's measurement (HxWxL). Pins excluding inch measurement (HxWxL). Inch Measurement (HxWxL) Pack Size Inch , Carbon Fiber Yoke, Dual High Strength Tilt Lock 28 mm Spigot (Junior Pin) 1500 W Nominal, 1600 W Maximum
Lamp Head Power Connection Male 4-Pin Metal Lock - 30 Amp Battery Mode Light Output 2,8 00 K to 10,000 K Continuous Variable Correlation Color Temperature Full RGB+W Gamut (Color Gamut, Hue and Saturation Control Color Temperature Tolerance +/- 100K (Nominal) 1/8 Green Magenta
(Nominal) CRI Average &gt; 95, TLCI Average&gt;90 Continuously adjustable (full minus green to full plus green) onboard controller, 5-pin DMX in and through, EtherCon LAN network connection, USB-A, Artnet Lumen Radio CRMX (DMX and RDM) Remote Device Management (RDM) DMX Setup,
Time Counters and Standard RDM Command Software/Mini USB Interface Ethernet: DMX Setup Via PC or Mac, Fixture Status &amp; Control and Firmware Upgrade, USB-A: Flash Drive Environmental Temperature Operation -20 to +45C (-4 to +113 degrees F) Protection Class /IP Assessment
Estimated LED Life (L70) Life (CCT) Ce Software Upgrade CB, ENEC, cNRTLus, FCC, PSE Power Output Range powerCON 32A (Bare End/Schuco/Edison/China/Japan) Female 4-Pin Metal Lock - 30 Amplifier Measurement (HxWxL) Inch Measurement (HxWxL) The SkyPanel PSU Super Clamp
Adapter in inches will find the Sky Panel S360-C download below. You can use a filter toSearch based on topic or language. Download Type Your Options Data Sheet Manual Service Spare Parts Technical Information When you select the latest firmware version FW4.2, SkyPanel supports six color
modes: CCT (correlated color temperature), RGBW (individual channel control), HSI (hue saturation), X, Y coordinates, source matching and gel selection. In addition sky panels have a wide range of lighting effects. SkyPanel Lighting Effect allows you to select and operate 17 effects without the need for
lighting console or programming time. Each effect has several parameters that allow you to customize the effect to suit your needs. The purpose of calibration is to have uniform performance between different instruments. Fixtures are built from different LED chips and are not all exactly the same in color
and output behavior. Calibration drives the LED chip slightly differently to ensure uniform color and output performance in all fixtures. The ANSI/ESTA E1.54 standard color space is used as a calibration standard. It is a PLASA standard for color communication in entertainment lighting. This standard
defines the position of RGB colors to define standardized color spaces and facilitate communication between lighting controllers and color-changing lighting fixtures. Materials recorded in Rec 709 (abbreviated as ITU-Recommended BT.709) have display-specific encoding or, in other words, what you see
is what you get property. The purpose of display-specific encoding is to visually represent the camera's material correctly when screened on a particular display device. This is achieved by mapping the actual contrast range of the scene to a contrast range that the display device can reproduce. Examples
of display-specific encodings include Rec 709 for HDTV screens and DCI P3 for digital cinema projectors. The disadvantage is that display-specific encodings have limitations on color settings options. Rec 2020 is a wider color space than hd's current industry standard, Rec 709, but only new display
technology can show these, but promises more brilliant images. Traditional Rec 709 displays (such as TVs and regular computer displays) can't display The Rec 2020. Rec 709 (abbreviated as recommended ITU-R BT.709) is the encoding color space of HDTV, but Rec 2020 is the encoding color space
of UHD. The original color is on the spectral trajectory and can have more saturated colors in the image. (However, not all colors look more saturated.) If converted properly, the Rec 709 image will look exactly the same when viewed on the Rec 2020 display. Rec 2020 is an encoding standard. TVs and
displays may not support the full range. However, the colors in the physical color area are displayed correctly. To get theFor example, the UHD Alliance logo, the TV must support at least 90% of the gamut of P3. The skyPanel S360-C download is as follows: Use filters to specify search based on topic or
language. Choose your option Accessory Brochure &amp; Flyer Certificate Data Sheet Firmware Manual Service Spare Parts Technical Information 1 Description 2 Impressive Aperture3 Excellent Brightness 4 Built-in Wireless DMX5 Full Color TUnability6 Lighting Effect Grand Scale 7Swap Possible
Panel 8 Carbon Fiber Yoke9Dedicated Remote Control 10PhometricsARRI continues to expand LED lines with the introduction of large SkyPanel S36 Led LEDs. Lightweight carbon fiber yoke measures a panel surface area of 34.4 x 50.4. It adopts an interchangeable thermoplastic diffuser from light to
heavy, softens the light and wraps its output around the subject. There is also an intensiveer that increases the output for long-throw use. A standard media diffuser is included with the light. SkyPanel outputs approximate equivalents of 8000W tungsten soft light while drawing up to 1500W. Using
technology designed for the L7-C Fresnel, the SkyPanel S360-C features fully adjustable tones, allowing warm 2800K output to be ice blue 10,000K light, and fine-tuning using the full RGB + W gamut with hue and saturation control. Plus and minus 1/8 green magenta adjustments are also possible, so if
you're lighting a blue or green screen, just dial in the selected color. This wide range of controls is responsible for 95 very high CRI and 90 TLCI ratings. All of these features can be done via the optional wired remote control, standard DMX, or wireless DMX and RDM on-board LumenRadio, which can be
adjusted locally with SkyPanel's onboard controller as well as 0-100% lighting. In addition to the inputs and outputs suitable for these features, the light also has USB-A and Ethernet connections for DMX setup, fixture status and control, and firmware upgrades from flash drives, Windows or Mac. The
SkyPanel S360-C is powered by a 100-240 VAC power supply and can be used world time. In addition to power, the light comes with a junior (1-1/8) pin and a standard diffuser. This version of the light has a manual carbon fiber yoke and comes with an Edison power cord. The soft light is all about size,
and the larger the aperture, the better. In the S360-C, the surface area is more than 5.8 times larger than the S60, and a wide 105º beam angle produces a soft light of flattery. Light wraps large objects and throws much farther than the small SkyPaners.At over 120,000 lumens, the S360-C is one of the
brightest LED soft lights on the market. Compared to the S60-C, the S360-C maintains accurate color quality and toning with a brightness of four times or more. Consumes only 1500 watts andIt is twice as bright as a 4000W tungsten soft light and more than three times the brightness of a 12,000W
tungsten space light. With energy efficiency of more than 80 lumens per watt, the S360-C is very environmentally friendly and very important for such powerful fixtures. SkyPanel has always had a lot of ways to control the output of light. DMX, RDM, Artnet, SACN, 5-pin XLR, and Ethernet. The S360-C
added another important communication method and this one does not include any wires: wireless DMX by LumenRadio. The CMRX chip built into all S360-Cs allows DMX and RDM communication without the hassle of cables and power distribution equipment. Simply link a compatible LumenRadio
transmitter to S360-C and it's good for you to go. The S360-C's 5-pin DMX output also allows you to daisy-chain other non-wireless SkyPanels to the DMX network. Like the ARRI LED lamp head, the S360-C is fully adjustable. Easily adjust CCT from 2800K to 10,000K with plus/minus green control,
access full color gamut with hue and saturation control, RGBW mixing, digital gel, source matching, or CIE x, y coordinates. Achieved more than 85% of the colors in the Rec 2020 color space, and it's now easier to create the look and color you want right in the set. SkyPanel Firmware 3.0 introduces
powerful lighting effects to the SkyPanel family. And with the introduction of the S360-C, these effects are even more impressive. Above the large diameter of the S360-C, the dynamic light effect looks more dramatic and powerful. The fire effect covers a huge area, the effect of the cop's car can illuminate
the street, and the paparazzi effect looks like the entire press force snapping photos. With the turn of some knobs, an impressive and realistic effect is at the fingertips of the crew. Sky Panel is one of the only LED soft lights that allows the change of the diffusion panel before the LED. This feature is also
available in S360-C. Interchangeable diffusion panels come in light, standard, heavy, and enhanced. The intensiveile increases the brightness of the S360 by 50% and can throw light further away. The S360-C comes standard with state-of-the-art carbon fiber yokes. This yoke offers a weight reduction of
more than 50% compared to a typical steel yoke and can support 10 times the weight of the fixture. The S360-C housing features a remote docking port on the sky panel. The S360-C can be controlled by a USB cable, and the SkyPanel remote control can be attached to the docking port on the back of
the fixture using the back magnet of the remote control. The docking port provides space for the remote control to rest or, if the fixture is upside down, provides a place for an extra set of controls close to the reach of the arm. 10' / 3 m 3200K: 5156 lux / 479 fc 5600K: 4833 lux / 449 fcARRI S360-C Sp
ecsLight Fixture Light Source RGB+W LEDColor Playback CRI: 95 TLCI: 90Aperture50.4 x 34.4 / 128 x 87 cmColorAngle 105o Dimming0-100% Control Onboard Controller DMX RDMDMX Interface 5 Pin XLR Input 5 Pin XLR Output Lumen Radio CRM Software Interface EtherCON USB Type - Mount
Yoke 28 mm Junior Pin Power connector male 4-pin metal lock (30 A) Power requirement 54 VDCPower consumption maximum: 1600 WNominal: 150W temperature: 150W temperature: 150 W temperature: - 20 to 45C Certifications CB ENEC cNRTLus FCC PSEDimensions48.7 x 62.8 x 8.0 / 123.7 x
159.4 x 20.3 cmWeight90.4 lb / 41 kgPower Power Control On/Off Input Connection Power Con (32 A) Women's 4-Pin Metal Lock ( 30 A) AC0-AC0-AC0 50/60 HzPower Output 54 VDC Implementation Super Clamp Adapter Protection Class IIP Evaluation IP20 Certified 17.7 x 9.4 x 8.1/ 45.1 x 24.0 x
20.6 cmWeight24.7 lb / 11.2 kg Packaging Info Package Weight163.7 lbBox Dimensions (LxWxH) 75 x 42 x 15
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